
AWARENESS IS THE FIRST STEP TO PREVENTION

Heart DiseaseHeart Disease
What women don’t know  

It ’s been a while, but my It ’s been a while, but my 
blood pressure is good. blood pressure is good. 

Exactly. It ’s not like Exactly. It ’s not like 
you have regular visits you have regular visits 
with a heart specialist.with a heart specialist.

I’m not too concerned I’m not too concerned 
about my heart at 26.about my heart at 26.
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It ’s never too early to startIt ’s never too early to start
focusing on your heart health. focusing on your heart health. 
Especially with the history Especially with the history 
of heart disease in our family.of heart disease in our family.

1 in 16 women over age 20 have coronary heart disease, 
the most common type of cardiovascular disease

Nearly half of African American women over age 20 have heart disease. 
A family history of heart disease is a strong risk factor

I know you take good care of yourself, I know you take good care of yourself, 
but you still need to know ways to but you still need to know ways to 
prevent heart disease — like eating prevent heart disease — like eating 
right, exercising and checking your right, exercising and checking your 
blood pressure and cholesterol.blood pressure and cholesterol.

You should start getting 
your cholesterol checked 
when you’re 20 — even 

younger if you have 
a family history of heart 

disease. High blood 
pressure, also known as 
hypertension, is a major 

risk for heart disease. 
Depending on your 

age and risk factors, you 
should get your blood 

pressure checked 
every 1 to 5 years.

Okay, don’t forget Okay, don’t forget 
to ask her about to ask her about 
your heart health.your heart health.

Mom, I’m off to my Mom, I’m off to my 
gynecologist appointment.gynecologist appointment.

You can’t You can’t 
compare compare 
me to Uncle me to Uncle 
Darius. Darius. 
He’s over-He’s over-
weight weight andand  
he smokes.he smokes.

Have you Have you 
had yourhad your
 cholesterol  cholesterol 
checked?checked?

Both those things are risk factors, but even young women Both those things are risk factors, but even young women 
like you who do yoga and run can get heart disease. like you who do yoga and run can get heart disease. 

I said my I said my 
gynecologist gynecologist 
    appointment,     appointment, 
        Mom.         Mom. 



AWARENESS IS THE FIRST STEP TO PREVENTION

*Other symptoms include jaw pain, back pain, lower abdomen pain and extreme tiredness

Wow, Mom, Wow, Mom, 
you sure know you sure know 
a lot about this. a lot about this. 
My friends My friends 
and I never and I never 
discuss heart discuss heart 
disease. Now disease. Now 
you have me a you have me a 
little worried. little worried. 

You’re not alone. I just read about a study that found You’re not alone. I just read about a study that found 
women are far less aware that heart disease is the leading women are far less aware that heart disease is the leading 
cause of death for women than they were 10 years ago.cause of death for women than they were 10 years ago.

No need to worry! Just be informed. No need to worry! Just be informed. 
It ’s also important to know heart It ’s also important to know heart 
attack symptoms. While chest pain attack symptoms. While chest pain 
is common, women are more likely to is common, women are more likely to 
have shortness of breath and nausea.*have shortness of breath and nausea.*

Thanks, Thanks, 
Mom!Mom!

You and your studies, Mom. You and your studies, Mom. 
I have to go or I’ll be late.I have to go or I’ll be late.

I will — promise. I will — promise. 
And I’ll get my And I’ll get my 
cholesterol and cholesterol and 
blood pressure blood pressure 
checked. What checked. What 
about you? You about you? You 
can’t take care of can’t take care of 
me if you don’t me if you don’t 
take care of you.take care of you.

For more information, please visit HealthyWomen.org
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Aim for 150 minutes of exercise per week — 
but any exercise is better than none

90% of 
women 

have 
one or 
more 
risk 

factors 
for 

getting 
heart 

disease

I might be a little bit of a health nerd, but this is I might be a little bit of a health nerd, but this is 
important. You may want to tell your friends.important. You may want to tell your friends.

That ’s true! But That ’s true! But 
you don’t have you don’t have 
to worry, I have to worry, I have 
my annual my annual 
physical next physical next 
week , and I’m week , and I’m 
going for my going for my 
daily walk now!daily walk now!

Okay, you’ve        Okay, you’ve        
 convinced me.  convinced me. 
I’ll talk to my I’ll talk to my 
 doctor today.  doctor today. 
I just never I just never 
 thought about  thought about 
heart disease heart disease 
  at my age.  at my age.


